Easy9

“Easy9’s quality and reliability
make me more productive”

Affordable protection
you can depend on

New, robust equipement
from a brand you can trust.
The new Easy9 range better
supports your business as an
electrician, helping you to be
more effective through:
A high-quality,
user-friendly design
Availability when and
where you look for it
High reliability at a
price you can afford

Proven quality at
a great price.

Make the most of your energy

You won’t find a more reliable
and affordable switchboard
equipement than Easy9, and
now you can take pride in
bringing to your customers the
enhanced safety they deserve.
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Easy9

Just what you want
for your switchboards

Make electricity safe and
reliable for your customers

Quality

Quality approval
from a certified
state authority.

- 100% designed and manufactured by Schneider Electric
- All sites with ISO 9000 certification
- Brand selected everywhere for industry, hospitals, airports

Availability
- Always on the shelf at your dealer’s
- Complete coverage of protection features
- Large assortment of ratings

Since

1920

Leader in electrical
switchgear

Customer satisfaction
- Highly reliable and safe switchboards
- Dependable power supply

MCB 3000

MCB 4500

RCCB

Miniature circuit-breakers
3000 Amp short-circuit breaking cap.
1 to 3 poles
2 to 63 A current ratings
B and C tripping curves

Miniature circuit-breakers
4500 Amp short-circuit breaking cap.
1 to 3 poles
70 to 125 A current ratings
C tripping curve

Residual-current circuit-breakers
2 and 4 poles
30, 100, 300 mA sensitivities
25, 40, 63 1 current ratings

Time saving

SPD

Connection

Enclosures

- Consistent design and connection features
- One-stop shopping for all parts
- Proven robustness to withstand wear and tear

Surge protection devices
2 to 4 poles
Max discharge capacity: 20 kA

Comb busbars
1 to 3 poles
80 A current rating

Switchboard housing
1 to 3 rows
8 to 18 module widths

Safety
- Protection from electric shocks, overloads, short circuits,
and power surges
- Compliance to standards set by state authorities

The global specialist in energy
management. Established
as a circuit breaker designer
and manufacturer since 1920
in France, today we are the
worldwide leader of electrical
protection technologies present
in more than 100 countries.

